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Third Agers               

                       The Newsletter of U3A Emerald Inc. 
                                             December 2012 

Merry Christmas  

and a 

Happy New Year To All! 

 

Inside this edition: 
 
2      President’s Report 
3     Class Reports 
4     A Walk Up The Mountain 
5     U3A On Display 
6     Mark Butler Visit 
7     Cinema Classics for 2013 
8,9  Picture Gallery 

Rudi Uriot-van Es’ beautiful photo of children waiting for 
Puffing Billy shown at the U3A Exhibition 

(or are they waiting for Santa?) 

 

.................................................................................................................................................. 
 

***   Dates for Enrolment for 2013   *** 
 

Wednesday 23 January 10.00 am – 1.00 pm 
at U3A House 

Thursday 24 January 10.00 am – noon 
At U3A House 

 
Reminder emails and flyers will be sent out with the program for 2013. 

 
.................................................................................................................................................... 

 
A chance to Win a Prize! 

 
Attached to email version or inside printed version of this issue of your Newsletter is a survey by Casey 
and Cardinia Shires who are sponsoring an analysis of transport needs of older residents. Please fill in and 
return the survey ASAP.  Ed. 
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From the President 
 
A message for all tutors, class leaders & 
especially committee members. 
 
As your president I am absolutely overwhelmed with 
the time and effort put in and the success that you 
have achieved in this, the busiest year that U3A 
Emerald will ever experience. 

 

THANKYOU, THANKYOU 
 
 Congratulations and thanks also to all our members 

who have attended classes so regularly. We have 
exceeded our target of 200 members by the year 
2013, and thanks to all your efforts, we will continue 
to grow, I am certain. 
A sincere welcome to all our new members, I know 
that you will look back on 2012 as the year when the 
fun started! New friends, new learning and lots of 
laughter. 
Enjoy. 
To all, do enjoy your Christmas break. Have a 
wonderful time with family & friends. Let’s all come 
back refreshed and renewed and ready for another 
great year of U3A. 

 
Michael Allery 
President 
U3A Emerald Inc. 
 

2012 Highlights 
I’m sure many readers will look back on the year and 
fondly remember special U3A events. Our major 
achievement was, of course, starting classes in our 
new building, U3A House. All members of the 
committee extend their thanks to Mike Allery who 
has worked tirelessly throughout the year on the 
many tasks associated with getting the building up 
and running. 
Other highlights include: 

 Viewing the transit of Venus on 6th June 

 Participation in the PAVE Photography 
Exhibition 

 Visit to the Dandenong Magistrates Court 

 Photography Class visit to Monash Gallery 

 Botanical Art Exhibition at Emerald Museum 

 Seminar with Mark Butler – ‘Living Longer – 
Living Better’ 

 Fitting out & equipping The Shed 

 Photography Exhibition in September 

 Art & Craft Exhibition in November 

 Italian Class visit to Carlton 

 Preparation of material for ‘ A History of 
U3A Emerald’. 

- Ed. 
 

 

The White Starbush 
 

 
Photo: Kevin Teasdale 

 
For those of you who just love trying to get your 
tongue around botanical plant names, this one is a 
beauty. It’s Asterolasia asteriscophora subsp. albiflora 
and it’s also frequently referred to as The Emerald 
Starbush. 
The commonly occurring species is The Lemon 
Starbush while the white form is found only in a small 
area including Emerald. There’s not a lot in the 
literature about our adopted floral emblem, but 
because it’s found in such a small area and that area is 
subject to increasing development, the species is 
probably under some stress, if not threatened with 
extinction. 
It belongs in the family Rutaceae which includes Citrus 
and Boronia. The family characteristic is flowers of 
mainly 5 parts, which you see clearly in the image (5 
petals, 10 stamens). Check the flowers on your lemon 
tree – they look much the same. 
I’m told that the indigenous plant nursery at Yellingbo 
is propagating the plant, so if people plant it in their 
gardens, this will help preserve it as time goes on. 
We’ve just learned that one area in Emerald where the 
Starbush was growing has been almost destroyed by 
earthmoving equipment. The driver apparently 
ignored barrier tape that had been placed around the 
area (sigh!). 
- Ed. 
 

 
Excursion to Cranbourne Botanic Gardens 
 
We are considering a visit to The Australian Garden at 
Cranbourne. Stage 2 is now complete and the gardens 
are quite spectacular. We would plan for the visit in 
the new year, probably in February. 
Interested members can contact Neil McDonald at 
neilpammcdonald@gmail.com or telephone 59443782 
or 0427650089. 
Entry is now free and the tour can finish with coffee 
and chat. 

 

  

mailto:neilpammcdonald@gmail.com
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Book Group. 
 
We have read some excellent books this last term.   
“Life on Air” by David Attenborough. What a man! He 
tells an engrossing story of his career from the early 
days of English television and a multitude of 
adventures  when it was not as easy to travel to 
strange places as nowadays. 
 
“On Chesil Beach” by Ian McEwan   A love story that 
goes painfully wrong.  Uncomfortable to read but 
draws the reader in right to the end. 
 
“The White Tiger” by Aravind Adiga, We all enjoyed 
this funny yet sad novel set in present day India. The 
great contrasts of  a strongly segregated society. The 
main character manages to rise above his caste but is 
corrupted on the way. 
A broad picture of modern India. 
 
There are two places available for new members, so if 
you like to read widely do join this very friendly group 
in the new year.  You don’t have to buy or chase up 
books, a set of books is supplied each month. Last 
month we thoroughly enjoyed having our discussion 
and a delicious afternoon tea in our new sunny 
courtyard. 
-  Lois Lucas 
 

 
Genealogy 
 
The Genealogy group snuggled back to just a few 
regular members this year. However the persistent 
few started to look at existing records in a much more 
serious way. Several went back to the filmings of the 
original records, and took great delight in looking at 
the movements of their ancestors. One member also 
seems to be undertaking a One Name Study – a 
collection of all of the people with that name – and 
sometimes this is the only way to try to work out an 
obscure line. 
 
We had some outings. A visit to Belgrave Library 
provided an introduction to the FindMyPast site to 
learn how to access their collection of records. A visit 
to the LDS library in Pakenham had to be cancelled 
due to ill health, however could go on the agenda next 
year. Several members of the Genealogy group even 
joined forces to visit the Quilt Show, which just shows 
what a talented group we have! 
 
Genealogy is one of those wonderful studies that can 
be picked up and put down to suit. The records are 
always there, and can be picked up again after a 
holiday, a change of house, an illness. 
 
 

 

  
However, although more and more records are 
appearing on line, that is not yet the complete answer – 
invariably the record one is searching is the one that is 
not appearing and the need to prove the line to the best 
of abilities is most important, and therefore a good 
knowledge of the records and how to access them is a 
solid background to researching. 
 
Genealogy gives a much broader insight into Social 
History, Local History, and Political History. It is not just 
a collection of names which would have little meaning. 
The whys and wherefores of the trails of our Ancestors 
can be quite fascinating – and most of us have convicts 
or sailors and soldiers, common Ag Labs and even the 
odd Landed Gentry family tucked away in the Archives. 
 
Happy researching over the holidays! 
 
- Hilary Thomas 

 
 
Armchair Travel 
 
As leader of Armchair Travel, I would like  to thank all 
the participants...the presenters of some wonderful 
travelling experiences which took us to all corners of the 
world, the appreciative audiences, and also the 
generous  crew who supplied us with  delicious morning 
teas. 
I also thank you all for your patience when we 
experienced some glitches with equipment especially in 
the earlier days. 
I would like to think that you will all continue to support 
our endeavours, embrace the program enthusiastically, 
and perhaps recruit some new faces along the way. 
 
Wishing everyone a very happy Christmas and a fulfilling 
New Year, 
 
- Kevin Teasdale(and Anne Maree ) 

 

 

Welcome to New Members 

 
Since our last edition in September, we have 
welcomed 9 new members: Doug Brook, Graeme 
Dickson, Rita Keel, Greg Sharpe, Frank Raisin, 
Dorothy Scott, Alan Clayton, Rolf Wilkins and Ed 
Chatwin have all joined. We wish them well in U3A 
– enjoy the classes and the friendship. It’s a great 
group to be involved with. 
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The 1000 Steps 
 
After living in Melbourne for more than 30 years, we 
recently made our first visit to The 1000 Steps in 
Upper Ferntree Gully. For those folk who haven’t 
been, there is now a memorial to the soldiers of the 
2/14th, 2/16th, 2/27th and 39th battalions who fought 
on the Kokoda Track in 1942. 
The memorial is being added to, with details of each 
of these battalions, the battles fought and the terrain 
along the Track. One record tells of the 39th battalion 
which was deployed in June 1942 to secure the 
Kokoda airstrip. On 23rd July they encountered the 
Japanese army at Awala. After 6 days of fierce 
fighting, they were overwhelmed but as they 
retreated back down the track, they held up the 
Japanese advance until 26th August. On being 
withdrawn early September, only 180 of the original 
500 were left able for duty. At the end of the 
campaign, this number was reduced to 32. 
For those who brave the climb up the 1000 steps, 
there are plaques along the steps and these are a 
great excuse to stop, read, catch your breath and ease 
the thumping in your chest. This is no journey for the 
faint-hearted. Just to start, there is quite a climb up 
the trail leading to the base of the steps. I rested here 
then started up the steps, moving aside to allow 
young folk to run (yes, run!) past me. The further I 
went, the slower was my ascent and the more 
frequent my stops. 
Finally, at a plaque advising me I was 663 metres up 
with 502 metres to go, I stopped, rested and turned 
back down. Apparently there is quite a view from the 
top at One Tree Hill and I will make it next time, going 
somewhat better prepared. Shorts, tee shirt, good 
walking shoes, a water bottle and determination are 
essential. 
Along the way, there are magnificent drifts of tree 
ferns lining a small stream that plunges down the hill 
beside the steps. Occasionally, as you stop (and stop 
you will!), there are spectacular views through the 
trees, so take your camera – preferably a light weight 
compact type, you don’t want to be carrying any 
needless weight! 
- Ed. 
 

 

 Language and Literature 
 
Our final term in the Language and Literature class has 
been most enjoyable. We have read from Wind in the 
Willows, listened to John Clarke’s take on famous Aussie 
poets  such as Dylan Thompson and his fabulous work 
“A Child’s Christmas in Warnambool” as well as Bill 
Blake, Arnold Wordsworth and many others. We learnt 
about the origins of the Australian accent - again with 
John Clarke and then turned to more serious things with 
a film of David Copperfield and a DVD about the secret 
life of Charles Dickens - quite scandalous! 
We read Kate Grenville’s wonderful novel “The Idea of 
Perfection” and then turned to an old favourite, Chekov, 
to read and then watch “The Cherry Orchard”. 
The occasional word quiz has helped to keep our brains 
in training. 
My thanks to all class members for their enthusiastic 
participation and I look forward to another stimulating 
year of Language and Literature. 
 
- Kay Craig 

 
Botanical Art 

 

 
Ray Smith’s painting of Michelia doltsopa 

 
Once again, members of the Botanical Art class have 
produced beautiful plant portraits which have been 
shown at the Emerald Museum Botanical Art Exhibition 
(on show until after Christmas), and the U3A exhibition 
at U3A House in November. Class members have used a 
variety of media including watercolour, coloured pencil, 
lead pencil and ink, and are continually adding to their 
skills with wonderful results. I feel very privileged to 
work with such a happy, dedicated group of artists and 
thank every member for their support and enthusiasm. 
- Kay Craig 
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Thoughts from Members 
 
‘When I joined the wood working group of U3A I did not 
know what to expect as it is the first time I have ever 
been involved in a community group such as this.  
I must say that I was pleasantly surprised . It is a 
fantastic reason to get up on Wednesday morning and I 
have enjoyed making new friends . They are all a great 
bunch. 

I really enjoy being part of a group that works for the 
community and hope next year that we will be able to 
do more. 

May I say that Mike Allery and the committee members 
have done a fantastic job in getting the wood working 
shed set up and they are to be commended. ‘ 

- John Ruigrok 

 

‘I'm kicking myself I didn't join Emerald U3A years ago.  
Joined this year & jumped in to test myself as a novice 
against the long-time members of Philosophy, Current 
Affairs and Australian History.   
Well!  The first thing which struck me was the 
leadership skills, knowledge and depth of commitment 
of Roland and Dick.  2nd thing:  The erudition scattered 
thru' the groups.  Phew!  "I'll need to hop up earlier in 
the morning to pit brains with this lot!"  3rd thing:  
Everyone is really sharp! What an exciting challenge!  4th 
thing:  As the weeks went past, as well as re-re-
confirmation of things 1, 2 & 3, I realised weekly the 
dedication of the leaders who research, email info., 
produce lists of discussion topics and come up with new 
challenges. 
  
Rubbing shoulders with the wider U3A community, e.g. 
at the Exhibition last month, I get tempting tastes of 
other fields on offer.  Tough choices ahead next year! 
  
P.S.  I've just returned from a U3A Nunawading 
Concert at Eley Park Community Centre.  I played bass in 
their Recorder Group, then listened and watched a 
stunning sequence - Jazz Band, Tai Chi, Choir.  All 
musical/performing groups - my passion!  They boast 
having one of the largest memberships in Greater 
Melbourne.  But hey!  What's stopping Emerald?  
"NOTHING!  JUST WATCH US!" do I hear you cry?’ 

  
- Max Bennetts 
 
 

 
 

 U3A Inaugural Exhibition 
 
 

 
 

Photographs & Botanical Art on display 
Photo: Michele Bowmaker 

 
On the 17th and 18th November, U3A Emerald staged its first 
exhibition of art and craft. The driving force behind this event 
was our Vice President, Linda Andrews. 
Linda formed a sub-committee with Judi Roberts, Paul Bianco, 
Blythe Osborne and Mal Bowmaker to help organise 
promotion, materials, display and people assisting on the day. 
We had a great display from Needlework, Patchwork, 
Photography, Botanical Art, Woodwork and The Shed. 
 

‘I think I could say our exhibition was a success.  We certainly 

have some talent here.  The quality of work exhibited was 
outstanding.  We are all enthused about an even bigger event 
next year!!!  By the way, we picked up four new members.  A 
group from Mt Dandenong U3A attended.  They are planning 
to challenge us at Table Tennis next year.  The Patchwork 
Ladies are already planning their own exhibition for next year.  
Considering their rapid progress, we can look forward to an 
excellent display.  Nesting boxes made from old fence palings, 
by the Woodworking group, proved very popular and we took 
orders for five. 
  
Special thanks to Mal, Judy and Paul. Their help was invaluable. 
Also to Neil and Pam for running the bar-b-que at short notice 
and Marjorie and Michele for cataloguing the entries. 
And a big thankyou to all members who contributed their 
works – Room 1 was filled with high quality art and craft. We 
attracted a good crowd, and believe this is an event well worth 
holding each year.’ 
 
- Linda Andrews 
 

 
 

For more images from the exhibition, see pages 8 & 9  
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The Philosophy Discussion Group 

 
Ho! Ho! Ho! It's that time of the year again. What 
contemptible scoundrel stole the cork from my lunch? 
*** 
 
Other "spiritual" problems we dealt with this last term 
of 2012 were: 
 
 * free speech 
 * philosophy, friendship and love 
 * the stoics and the good life 
 * the Scottish enlightenment 
 * Jewish philosophy  
 * the problem with evil - see above *** 
 * Buddhism and science 
 * Isaiah Berlin 
 
Please note our Christmas lunch this year will be held at 
U3A House, Room 1 December 18 at 12 noon. Everyone 
to bring some "bread and water" as usual. 
Our first session for 2013 will be 22 January. 
 
 - Roland Keel 

Living Longer, Living Better 

On Thursday 25th October, U3A Emerald hosted a 
seminar organised by Minister for Health & Ageing, 
Mark Butler MP and Laura Smyth MP. 

‘On 20 April 2012, the Prime Minister and Minister 
Butler unveiled a comprehensive package of reforms to 
build a better, fairer, more sustainable and more 
nationally consistent aged care system. 

The Living Longer Living Better aged care reform 
package provides $3.7 billion over five years. It 
represents the commencement of a 10 year reform 
program to create a flexible and seamless system that 
provides older Australians with more choice, control and 
easier access to a full range of services, where they 
want it and when they need it. It also positions us to 
meet the social and economic challenges of the nation’s 
ageing population. 

The reforms give priority to providing more support and 
care in the home, better access to residential care, more 
support for those with dementia and strengthening the 
aged care workforce. They will be progressively 
implemented from 1 July 2012 to give early benefits to 
consumers and providers but also to ensure there is a 
smooth transition for consumers and providers and 
sufficient time to adapt and plan ahead of further 
reform.’ (extract from Dept of Health website). 

 

  
After the presentation and a lengthy question and answer 
session, both Members of Parliament joined us for a coffee and 
informal chat. 

 

 
Photo: Michele Bowmaker 

 

 
Words To The Wise – U3A Scrabble Group 
  
Since the Scrabble group started two years ago it has doubled 
in size.    Playing a couple of word games with friends is a great 
way to keep your brain alert, and a highlight of each meeting 
has been the scrumptious afternoon tea especially baked by 
Sue Fuller. 
  
Although many of our players are beginners there is a definite 
range of skill levels in the group.  
  
During Seniors Week in October four Emerald U3Aers took part 
in the Seniors Festival Scrabble Tournament at Mount 
Waverley.  There were more than 50 participants from all over 
Victoria.  We had an interesting day and picked up many handy 
hints to improve our games. Glenda Eslick won the award for 
the highest score for one word (117).  If you know anything 
about Scrabble you will realise how amazing this score is.   
  
We meet the second Tuesday of each month at U3A House.  
New members are always welcome and we are happy to 
reacquaint you with the game if you haven’t played for some 
time.  

  
Next year the group will be led by Norma Pugh (5968 3814 ) 
and Marianne Holder  (5968 8992 ).  Please contact them if you 
would like more information. 
  
Best wishes for Christmas and the New Year,  
 
- Pauline Hosking  
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Botanical Art in Emerald Museum 
 
You know how one thing leads to another? 
The Botanical Art Display in the Museum has 
surprised many visitors, some finding it hard to 
believe that a U3A could hold so much talent and 
others wishing that they could join in. A New Zealand 
lady studied each painting and then, to 
her delight, found the Knightia excelsa. Her joy knew 
no bounds when it was pointed out that the tree was 
growing here. 
Flowering in the sunshine it was buzzing with bees, 
asking to be painted again. The lady wanted to learn 
more about the park, its management and volunteers 
and its problems. Impressed with our story she has 
written to the Council, praising us, offering some 
useful  advice and wondering why  the Park is not 
better advertised in tourist literature. We find her 
words have already been noted and, we hope, will be 
acted upon in the new Tourist Strategy to everyone's 
benefit. 
That's the sort of friend we need and we found her 
because of you and the beautiful art you provided. 
Do continue with your original ideas and come to see 
your museum, soon. 
  
Thank you all, keep painting! We now open on 
Saturdays, 11.00 to 3.00 as well as Sundays and 
Wednesdays. 
- Beryl Bartacek 

 

Cinema Classics for Lounge Lizards 
 
This group just keeps on getting bigger and better. 
We’ve altered our programming for next year to 
ensure every member can attend these classic 
movies, so ably presented in such a great venue. 
Stuart advises that he has a shortlist of films for 2013: 
 
The African Queen  – definite first one for 2013 

Steamboat Bill   (Buster Keaton) 
The Circus (Charles Chaplin) 
Harvey (Jimmy Stewart) 
The Horses Mouth (from book by Joyce Carey)  
In Which We Serve (Noel Coward - WW2 
drama). 
San Demetrio London (Ealing Studios.Navy WW2 
drama). 
Scott of the Antarctic (John Mills) 
The Optimists (Peter Sellers) 
The Sting 

Strictly Ballroom 

The Devil’s Playground 

Muriel’s Wedding 

Kiss or Kill (Australian drama) 
Carrie 

Chinatown 

For the Term of His Natural Life 
 
See you at the movies!   - Stuart Hodgson 

Figures of Speech (and all that) 
 
Our exploration of paraprosdokians has been taken 
up and given a new twist by Roland Keel and Stuart 
Hodgson, who offer these little truism gems.  
 

Answering machine message: 
‘I’m not available right now, but thanks for caring 
enough to call. 
I’m making some changes in my life. 
Please leave a message after the beep. 
If I do not return your call, you are one of the 
changes.’ 
 

‘Aspire to inspire before you expire.’ 
 
‘Frustration is trying to find your glasses without your 
glasses.’ 
 
‘Blessed are those who can give without remembering 
and take without forgetting.’ 
 
‘The irony of life is that, by the time you’re old enough 
to know your way around, you’re not going 
anywhere.’ 
 
‘I was always taught to respect my elders, but it keeps 
getting harder to find one.’ 
 
‘Every morning is the dawning of a new error.’ 
 
 

People’s Choice Photography Exhibition. 
 
This year the photography group staged its first ever 
People’s Choice Exhibition.  The photography group 
would like to send a HUGE thank you to Paul Bianco. 
Paul encouraged and helped everyone who 
participated including mounting and framing their 
work. His enthusiasm and support is appreciated by 
all in the photography group.  Thanks to all of you 
voted from all who won prizes! 
 
Santa says thank you to Paul! 

 
Photo:  Rudi Uriot-van Es 
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Possible New Activities 
Please talk to one of your 
committee if you have ideas 
for new classes or groups you 
would like to see started. We 
have some members 
interested in a card group. 
Let us know if you would join 
this. 

 

Committee Vacancies 
Our Treasurer, Harold Griffiths, and Vice 
President, Linda Andrews will be standing 
down at the next AGM in March. We would 
love to see some new faces in the 
committee, particularly women who are 
seriously under-represented.  Give it some 
thought – a chance to contribute and help 
U3A Emerald become bigger and better. 

 

Vale – Adele Renfrey 
We have had the sad news 
that Adele Renfrey from 
Cockatoo has passed away. 
Adele was a regular at Italian 
and Philosophy, and despite 
failing health, was still an 
active member this year. We 
will miss her contributions. 

 

Picture Gallery 

 

 
 
 
 
The Photography Group celebrates 
the end of 2012 classes in the 
courtyard – how about that table 
(courtesy of the Woodworking 
Group)! 

Photo: Rudi Uriot-van Es 

 
 
 
 
 
Some of the Scrabble Group participated in 
the Seniors Festival Scrabble Tournament 

 
                                                                                          Photo: courtesy Pauline Hosking 

 

 
 
 
 
Willing hands set up the first 
Emerald U3A Art & Craft Exhibition 

Photo: Judi Roberts  
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Hanging 
exhibits 
requires much 
thought and 
observation – 
the end result 
was great! 

 
Photo: Paul Bianco 

Photo: Paul Bianco 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
How is this for a study in 
concentration!  
More from the Scrabble 
Tournament. 

Photo: courtesy Pauline Hosking 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The standard of 
artworks provoked 
serious discussion at 
the exhibition 

 
                                                 Photo: Paul Bianco 
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Committee Members 2012  

President:                                            Michael Allery   5968 2241 

Vice President:                                    Linda Andrews   5968 3228 

Secretary & Public Officer:                David Ashton      97547775 

Treasurer:                                             Harold Griffiths  9755 2732 

Minute & Membership 
Secretary,Network Delegate: 
 

 

Jill Lightfoot        9752 1003 

Program Co-ordinator:                      Blythe Osborne  5968 6167 

Newsletter & Publicity:                     Mal Bowmaker   5968 4922 

Members:                                            Neil McDonald   59443782 

Ray Schmidt       5968 3228 
 

 

   Newsletter Editor: 
   Mal Bowmaker 
   7 Pinnocks Road 
   EMERALD   3782 
   (03) 5968 4922 

   
chelemal@bigpond.net.au 

 
U3A Emerald gratefully acknowledges the 
support of:Shire of Cardinia, Mitre 10 
Emerald, Bendigo Bank, U3A Network, 
Victorian State Government, Ritchies IGA, 
Emerald Uniting Church, Emerald 
Community House, Emerald Lions Club & 
many individual members of U3A Emerald. 

 

 

 

 

Thanks to all the members who contributed to this & prior 
newsletters. 
 

March 2013 Newsletter: 
 
Closing date for contributions will be February 28 2013. 
Contributions can be left at U3A House or posted or 
emailed to the editor 
 
chelemal@bigpond.net.au 
 

U3A Emerald Inc. 

ACN A0027600K 

ABN 81-648985964 

U3A House 

402 Main Street 

P O Box 396 

EMERALD  Vic  3782 

U3ageemd@netspace.net.au 

Many thanks to Shire of Cardinia for printing our 
newsletter 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

If undeliverable please return to: 
 
U3A Emerald Inc. 
P O Box 396 
EMERALD VIC 3782 
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